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Abstract 
An automaton with concurrency relations d is a labelled transition system with a collection 
of binary relations indicating when two actions in a given state of the automaton can occur 
independently of each other. The concurrency relations induce a natural equivalence relation for 
finite computation sequences. We investigate two graph-theoretic representations of the equiva- 
lence classes of computation sequences and obtain that under suitable assumptions on & they are 
isomorphic. Furthermore, the graphs are shown to carry a monoid operation reflecting precisely 
the composition of computations. This generalizes fundamental graph-theoretical representation 
results due to Mazurkiewicz in trace theory. 
1. Introduction 
In the theory of concurrency, many different models have been investigated inten- 
sively including e.g. Petri nets [41], CCS [35] and CSP [26]. The behaviour of Petri nets 
led Mazurkiewicz [32,34] to the investigation of trace alphabets and their associated 
trace monoids, a mathematical model for the sequential behaviour of a parallel system 
in which the order of two independent actions is regarded as irrelevant. Trace theory 
has now a well-developed mathematical theory, see [I, 12, 131 for surveys. One of its 
foundational results [34], used in many difficult applications (cf. [38,47, 12,24,44,21 I), 
is that each element of the (algebraically defined) trace monoid has a graph-theoretical 
representation. It is the aim of this paper to generalize this result and related versions 
of it to the context of automata with concurrency relations. 
Let us recall basic notions of trace theory and of automata with concurrency relations. 
As introduced by Mazurkiewicz [34], trace alphabets are pairs (,!?,I) consisting of a set 
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E of unlabelled actions or events and an irreflexive symmetric binary relation I on E 
indicating, when two actions are independent. Two sequences ab and ba are declared 
equivalent if (a, b) E I. This generates a congruence ~1 on the free monoid E* of all 
words over E, and the quotient M(E,Z) := E*/ ~1 is called the trace monoid (or free 
partially commutative monoid) over (E,Z). 
In trace alphabets, a single binary relation on E is used to represent the concur- 
rency relation for pairs of actions. Here, we will consider a more general model of 
labelled transition systems in which the concurrency relation depends not only on 
the two arriving actions, but also on the present state of the system. An automaton 
with concurrency relations is a tuple ~2 = (Q, E, T, 11) where Q is the set of states, 
E as before the set of events or actions, T 2 Q x E x Q the transition relation (as- 
sumed deterministic), and I)= (])4)4E~ is a collection of concurrency relations (I4 for 
E, indexed by the possible states q E Q. Let CS(&!) comprise all finite computa- 
tion sequences of d, with concatenation as (partially defined) monoid operation. We 
declare two sequences (p, a, q)(q, b, r) and (p, b, q’)(q’, a, r) equivalent if a Ilp b. As 
before, this induces a congruence N on CS(&‘); thus, intuitively, two computation 
sequences are equivalent if they represent “interleaved views” of a single computa- 
tion. The quotient M(d) = CS(d)/w U (0) (f ormally supplemented with 0 to obtain 
an everywhere defined monoid operation) is called the concurrency monoid associ- 
ated with d. Obviously, if & has only one state, i.e. Q = {q}, the canonical bijec- 
tion between CS(Oe) and E” induces an isomorphism between the quotient monoids 
CS(&)/- and E*/~il 4; hence concurrency monoids provide a generalization of trace 
monoids. 
Automata with concurrency relations were introduced and studied in [14, 15,8,9,30], 
where their domains of computation sequences were investigated and shown to be 
closely related with event domains and dI-domains arising in denotational semantics 
of programming languages. Similar structures, in a slightly different form, and their 
applications were investigated independently in [28]. These automata also generalize 
asynchronous transition systems [2]. Related structures have been used to provide a se- 
mantics for CCS [7] and to model properties of computation sequences in term rewrit- 
ing systems, in the A-calculus and of dataflow networks [27,3 1,39,42]. Very recently, 
a formalization using several independence relations of the operational semantics of 
Occam was given in [6]. 
It seems that many results of the literature for trace monoids M(E,I) can be gener- 
alized, under suitable assumptions, to concurrency monoids M(d). For instance, there 
is a very close relationship (a categorical adjunction) between asynchronous transition 
systems, in which concurrency is defined via a trace alphabet, and conditionfevent- 
systems in Petri net theory (see [37,46]). As shown in [20] (cf. also [36]), such an 
adjunction also exists between automata with concurrency relations and Petri nets with 
capacities (place/transition systems). Ochmanski [38] gave a Kleene-type characteriza- 
tion of the recognizable languages in trace monoids, and this result was extended to 
concurrency monoids in [16]. Guaiana et al. [24,25], generalizing a well-known result 
of Schiitzenberger, proved that in finitely generated trace monoids the star-free lan- 
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guages coincide with the aperiodic recognizable ones, and this was further generalized 
to a large class of concurrency monoids in [17]. Now by a fundamental result in trace 
theory, mentioned before, the elements of a trace monoid can be represented pictorially 
nicely by certain labelled graphs, or even labelled partially ordered sets. There is even 
a multiplication of (isomorphism classes of) such graphs, yielding a monoid which 
turns out to be isomorphic to the trace monoid M(E,Z). 
These graph-theoretic results for trace monoids we wish to generalize here to con- 
currency monoids M(d). For this, a useful (and almost necessary) assumption is that 
d is stably concurrent, i.e. satisfies the cube and the inverse cube axiom (see Defini- 
tion 2.6 for a precise formulation). These axioms arose several times in the literature, 
see [40,43,39, 14, 15,301. Intuitively, they mean that the concurrency relations of & 
depend locally (but not globally) on each other and they ensure that the monoid M(d) 
has nice structural properties. As shown in [30], stably concurrent automata generate 
precisely the class of dI-domains, and these distributivity properties will be crucial 
here. 
We now give a summary of our results. Let d be a fixed stably concurrent automa- 
ton and y a computation sequence of d. First we define two labelled partial orders 
DO(y) and PR(y) associated with y as follows. We let DO(y) comprise all enumer- 
ated occurrences (a, i) of actions a E E within the computation sequence y. We put 
(a, i) g (b,j), if in each computation sequence 6 equivalent with y the ith occurrence 
of a precedes the jth occurrence of b. Finally, we label the element (a, i) with a. This 
provides a straightforward generalization of the dependence or occurrence orders (see 
[34]) known in trace theory. 
Then we define a labelled partial order PR(y) as follows. For any x, y E M(d) put 
x d y if x divides y, i.e. there is z E M(d) with x .z = y. This partial order is known 
as the prefix ordering in trace theory (see [34]). As shown in [30], since d is stably 
concurrent, for any y E M(d) the set (JCL, 6 ) with yl= {x E M(d) ) x < y} is 
a finite distributive lattice. Hence, given a computation sequence y with equivalence 
class [y] in M(d), we may associate with it the partially ordered set (Pr(y), <) of 
all prime elements of the distributive lattice ([y]L , < ). This procedure is standard in 
lattice theory [5,23, 1 I] and also known from the theory of stable event structures [45]. 
This poset (Pr(y), <) carries a natural labelling function taking values in E, which 
completes the definition of PR(y). One of our main results is that, although defined 
quite differently, the labelled partial orders DO(y) and PR(y) are isomorphic. This 
result provides the basis for our further investigation of the dependence order DO(y). 
We show that the linear extensions of the partial order DO(y) precisely give rise to the 
computation sequences 6 equivalent to y. In particular, two computation sequences y 
and 6 are equivalent if (and, clearly, only if) their dependence orders DO(y) and DO(d) 
coincide. Also, we characterize for an arbitrary labelled poset when it is isomorphic 
to a dependence order DO(y), for some computation sequence y. Finally, we define 
a multiplication on the set of (isomotphism classes of) dependence orders DO(y) and 
show that we obtain a monoid isomorphic to the concurrency monoid M(d). This 
generalizes classical results of Mazurkiewicz [34, 121. 
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From the present work the question arises which further results of trace theory resting 
on the representation of traces by graphs can now be transferred into the more general 
context of concurrent automata. Recently, this has been achieved for the results on 
the logical definability of recognizable and aperiodic languages in trace monoids (cf. 
[44,21]): Using the present graph-theoretic representation, it is shown for finite stably 
concurrent automata ZZZ, that a language L C_ M(d) is recognizable iff it is definable 
by monadic second-order logic. For a large class (but not all) of stably concurrent 
automata d, the aperiodic languages in M(d) coincide with the first-order definable 
ones [ 181. Extending the present graph-theoretic representation to infinite computation 
sequences, imilar results on recognizable and logically definable languages of infinite 
computations can be proved. 
We note that a more detailed investigation of the connection implicitly arising here 
between computations in stably concurrent automata nd stable event structures (via 
distributive lattices) might be fruitful. 
In order to make the paper self-contained, we recall for the convenience of the reader 
the basic notions from lattice theory as well as the results from Panangaden and Stark 
[40], Droste [15] and Kuske [29,30], as far as needed for the proofs. 
2. Concurrent computations 
In this section we will introduce the automata with concurrency relations, our con- 
cept of concurrent computation, a first graph-theoretic representation, and present some 
results from the literature that form the basis for our proofs. 
2.1. Automata with concurrency relations 
Definition 2.1. An automaton with concurrency relations is a quadruple d= 
(Q, E, T, 11) such that: 
1. Q is the (possibly infinite) set of states and E is the (possibly infinite) set of 
events or actions. 
2. T G Q x E x Q is the set of transitions such that whenever (p, a, q), (p, a, r) E T, 
then q = r. 
3. )I= (1)4)4Ee is a collection of h-reflexive, symmetric binary relations on E; it is 
required that whenever a IJP b, then there exist transitions (p, a, q), (p, b, q’), (q, b, r) 
and (q’,a, r) in T. 
Intuitively, a transition r = (p, a, q) represents a potential computation step in which 
event a happens in state p of d and d changes from state p to state q. We write 
ev(r)=a, the event of z. Note that we require d to be deterministic, but not complete, 
i.e. there may exist a state p and an action a but no state q such that (p, a,q) E T. 
The concurrency relations ]Ip describe the concurrency information for pairs of events 
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at state p. The last requirement can be seen as in the diagram: 
r 
4 9’ 
P 
The angle at p indicates that a lip b holds. 
In an automaton with concurrency relations ~4, the events that concur at a state p 
do not have to bear upon those that concur in another state. In this general model, the 
concurrency relations (I4 (q E Q) are thus viewed as being independent of each other. 
Later on we will impose additional restrictions on &. 
A computation sequence in 
y = CJ]... 0, of transitions 0i 
depicted as 
~2 is either empty (denoted by a), or a finite sequence 
of the form oi = (qi-1, ai, qi) for i = 1 . . . n; it can be 
We call qo the domain of y, denoted by dom y, qn the codomain, denoted by 
cod y, and n the length Iy( of y. Formally, we put dom E = cod E = T with T $! 
Q. The sequence ata2 . . . a, is called event sequence of y, denoted by evs y. We let 
ev y = {ut,u2,..., a,}, the event set of y. We let CS(zJ) denote the set of all com- 
putation sequences of d. The composition yS is defined in the natural way by con- 
catenating y and 6 if cod y = dom 6 for y,6 KS(&)\(c). Formally we put YE = 
ay = y. We call y a prejx of v iff there exists a computation sequence 6 with 
y6 = n. 
Now we want the concurrency relations of d to induce an equivalence relation 
on CS(d) such that equivalent computation sequences are not differentiated by the 
order in which concurrent events appear. For this, we let N be the smallest congru- 
ence with respect to composition on CS(&‘) making all sequences p --% q -% r and 
p 2 q’ -% r with a IIP b equivalent. Thus, two computation sequences y and 6 are 
equivalent iff the event sequence of y can be rearranged by transpositions that respect 
the concurrency relations into the event sequence of 6. We let [y] denote the equiv- 
alence class of y with respect to N. Also, we let I:=[&]. It easily follows that any 
two equivalent computation sequences have the same length, domain, codomain and 
event set. If x = [y] we therefore can define domx = domy, codx = Cody, 1x1 = IyI 
and evx = evy. Also, let evsx = {evsd I 6 N y}, the set of event sequences of 
x. We now obtain the monoid M(d) of computations associated with JZI by letting 
M(d)=CS(&)/ - U(O), h w ere 0 is an additional symbol. That is, for y,6 E CS (&‘) 
we have [y].[&j = [y6] if y6 is defined and [y].[s] = 0 otherwise. Also, x.0 = 0.x = 0 
and x. 1 = 1 .x = x for any x E M(d). Clearly, with this operation M(d) is a monoid 
with 1 as unit (and with 0 as zero). 
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Next we show why these automata and their monoids provide a generalization of 
trace alphabets and trace monoids. Let (E,I) be a trace alphabet. Then d = (Q,E, T, 11) 
with Q = {q},T = Q x E x Q and 114= I is an automaton with concurrency re- 
lations. This automaton will be called automaton induced by (E,Z). Obviously, evs: 
CS(&‘) + E* is a bijection. Moreover, for y,6 E CS(&‘) we have y - 6 iff evsy -1 
evs6. Hence, EVS : M(d)\(O) -+ M(E,Z) with EVS([y],)= [evs y],, is a monoid- 
isomorphism where M(E,I) denotes the free partially commutative monoid generated 
by (EJ). Thus, automata with concurrency relations generalize trace alphabets. 
2.2. Dejinition of dependence orders 
Now let d be an automaton with concurrency relations, and let y E CS(d). Anal- 
ogously to trace theory, we define a dependence order on those events that appear in 
y. This order should reflect that a smaller event has to appear before a larger one, i.e. 
the smaller event is a necessary condition for the larger one. If two events are incom- 
parable they can appear in any order or even in parallel. Since an action a can appear 
several times in y, we have to distinguish between the first, the second, . . . appearance 
of a. For u E E, let (yJa denote the number of transitions G in y with ev 0 = a, i.e. the 
number of u’s in the word evs y E E *. We abbreviate ui = (a, i) for a E E and i E N. 
Note that u’ does not denote the ith power of a. Since in this paper we do not consider 
the power of any monoid element, we expect that no confusion will arise. The precise 
definition of the dependence order of y can now be given as follows. Let O(y) = 
{ui I a E evy, 1 <i< 1~1~). Then, obviously, lo(y)] = (y]. For ui, bj E O(y) let a’ Cr bj 
iff the ith appearance of a in y occurs before the jth appearance of b, i.e., formally, 
there are words U,U, w E E’ with evs y = uuvbw, 1~1, = i - 1 and Iuaz& =j - 1. Then 
& is a linear order on O(y). Since for equivalent computation sequences y and 6 we 
always have O(y) = O(6), a partial order on O(y) can be defined by 
Hence ui C bi if and only if the ith a appears before the jth b in any computation 
sequence equivalent with y. Let 1 : O(y) + E be the function defined by Z(u’) = a. 
Then the quadruple DO(y) = (O(y), C, I, dom y) will be called the dependence order 
associated with y. Recall that for y,6 E CS(d) with y - 6 we have O(y) = O(6) 
and dom y = dom 6. Moreover, by the definition, C and 1 do not depend on y or 6. 
Thus, DO(y) = DO(d). Therefore, we may also define DO([y]) := DO(y). To include 
0, let DO(O)=(& 0,0, I) with I $ Q. Then DO(x) is defined for any x E M(d). 
Let d be the automaton induced by the trace alphabet (E,I) and y E CS(&‘). Then 
the dependence order DO(y) coincides with the well-known dependence or occurrence 
order of the trace determined by evs(y) (apart from the last component of the quadruple 
DO(y) since in such automata with concurrency relations it always equals q). Thus, 
we have a direct generalization of the dependence orders of traces to the computations 
of automata with concurrency relations. 
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The dependence orders introduced above motivate the following definition: 
Definition 2.2. Let d = (Q, E, T, I]) b e an automaton with concurrency relations. A 
quadruple P = (P, <, I, q) is called a labelled partial order over d or lpo if (P, < ) 
is a finite partially ordered set, I : P -+ E is a function and q E Q U {I, T}. 
A sequence A = (p~,p~,..., pn) of elements pi E P is an order-preserving enumera- 
tionofPifP={pl,..., p,,} and pi < pj implies i < j. Then a computation sequence 
6 is called the linearization of P induced by A if dom 6 = q and evs 6 = I( 
. . . l(p,). We say that 6 is a linearization of P if it is the linearization induced by 
some order-preserving enumeration. 
Let Lin(P) denote the set of all linearizations of P. 
An order-preserving enumeration A can be considered as a linear extension of the 
partial order < on P. But we will mainly focus on the sequence aspect of A. 
Since any computation sequence 6 is completely determined by its domain and event 
sequence, an order-preserving enumeration i duces at most one linearization. But since 
d is not necessarily complete, there may exist order-preserving enumerations that do 
not induce any linearization (see the examples below). 
Lemma 2.3. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations and y E CS(d). 
Then [y] C Lin(DO(y)). 
Proof. Let 6 E [r] and let A be the sequence of enumerated occurrences a’ of actions 
in evs(b). Clearly, A is an order-preserving enumeration of DO(d) (since & & &) and 
induces 6. Now y - 6 implies DO(y)=DO(G). Thus, 6 is a linearization of DQ(r), i.e. 
bl C WDW)). 0 
In trace theory this lemma even holds with equality. Moreover, any order-preserving 
enumeration of DO(y) induces a linearization in this case (see [34, p. 3181). The 
following examples how that this is not true for the case of automata with concurrency 
relations. 
Example 2.4. Let d be the following automaton with concurrency relations: 
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Note that a (I9 b, b (I4 c and a lip c. Let y E CS(&) with dom y = q and evsy = 
abc. Then we have O(y) = {a’, b’,c’} and evs([y]) = {ubc, but, bcqcbu}. Thus, the 
elements of O(y) are pairwise incomparable with respect to 5. Hence A = (a’, c’, b’ ) 
is an order-preserving enumeration of (O(y), C). But A does not induce a linearization. 
If we add the following transitions to the set T then there exists a linearization induced 
by A, but it is not equivalent with y: 
r DcJ 
C b 
Denote a linearization 6 of DO(y) by yevsh. Suppose that y& with y N y&, exists. 
There are two ways to rearrange the event sequence ubc by transpositions into ucb: 
(i) evs y = ubc is directly rearranged into evsyacb = ucb. If this rearrangement 
respects the concurrency relations, we obtain b I(,. c. 
(ii) The rearrangement of ubc into ucb is done using the steps: ubc, but, bcu, cbu, cub, 
acb. Suppose these rearrangement steps respect the concurrency relations. Then the step 
from cba to cab implies a (Is b, and the step from cub to ucb implies a \I4 c. 
Thus, the existence of y&, with y& N y implies b llr c or (a JIs b and a iI4 c). 
Analogously, we obtain a IIs b or (a (I4 c and b (IF c) from the existence of y&, with 
Ycab - y. 
Suppose that any order-preserving enumeration induces a linearization 6 with y w 6. 
Then both y&, and y&, exist. Therefore, at least two of the following three statements 
are satisfied: b ljr c, a IJs b, a II4 c. We will say that d satisfies the cube axiom if 
whenever a )I4 b, b ]I4 c and a JJp c as in picture above, then all of b I),. c, a JJs b and 
a II4 c hold (see Definition 2.6). 
But, nevertheless, the requirement in the example above is not sufficient to get the 
equality in Lemma 2.3 as the following example indicates. 
Example 2.5. Let d be the following automaton with concurrency relations: 
4 
Let y E CS(d) with dom y = q and evs y = ubc. Then O(y) = {a’, b’,c’} and 
evs([y]) = {ubc,ucb,cub,cbu}. Thus, (O(y), C) is again an antichain. 
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Suppose that any order-preserving enumeration of DO(y) induces a linearization 6 
with y N 6. Since (bl,cl,al) is such an enumeration there exists a transition (q, b, p) E 
T. Then observations imilar to Example 2.4 yields that two of the following three 
statements are satisfied: a II4 b, b II4 c, a (lP c. 
Note that the unique existence of a transition (q, b, p) E T is also implied by a )I4 b or 
b (I4 c. We will say that d satisfies the inverse cube axiom if whenever a iI4 c, b (lr c 
and a (Is b as in the picture above, then all of a (I4 b, b )I4 c and a (Jp c hold (see 
Definition 2.6). 
2.3. Cube and inverse cube axiom 
The two examples at the end of the previous subsection motivate the following 
definition of stably concurrent automata. We write q.e = p if there is a transition 
(q, e, p) E T. Thus, for instance, a j(q.b c holds iff there exists a transition (q, b, p) E T 
and a lJp c. 
Definition 2.6. Let d = (Q,E, T, II) b e an automaton with concurrency relations. d is 
called stably concurrent if for all q E Q and all a, b, c E E the following equivalence 
holds: 
a II4 b,.b II4 c and a l&.6 c * a II4 c, b llq.a c and a Ilq.c b. 
Observe that the automaton induced by a trace alphabet is always stably concurrent. 
The implication “ + ” has also been called cube axiom, and the implication “ + ” 
is called the inverse cube axiom. An automaton d is called concurrent, if it satisfies 
the cube axiom. 
The premises of the cube axiom (the inverse cube axiom) are depicted by the picture 
of Example 2.4 (Example 2.5, respectively). The following pictures then describe the 
requirements of these two axioms by dashed lines. 
b 
4 
The cube axiom arose several times in the literature, see e.g. [40,43, 14, 15,29,30]. 
In a more specific situation, the inverse cube axiom has been introduced by Panangaden 
et al. in [39] for input/output automata. They showed that these automata compute 
precisely stable functions between coherent dI-domains. In [ 161, Droste characterized 
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the recognizable languages in M(d) if d is a finite stably concurrent automaton. 
Kuske [29,30] proved that stably concurrent automata generate, via their domains of 
computations, precisely the class of dI-domains. 
Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations where any order-preserving enu- 
meration of the dependence order DO(y) for any computation sequence y induces a 
linearization 6 with y - 6. Examples 2.4 and 2.5 imply that d is “almost” stably 
concurrent. Later on, we will see that any stably concurrent automaton has this prop- 
erty. It might be possible to prove our results for “almost” stably concurrent automata. 
However, this would be only a slight generalization and would make the proofs con- 
siderably more complicated. Therefore the rest of Section 2 deals with basic properties 
of the monoid (M(d), .) for stably concurrent automata d. These monoids will be 
called concurrency monoids. For the proofs of these properties, we refer the reader to 
[15,29,30]. In [14] it is shown that a residuum operation can be defined on a con- 
current automaton. Such residuum operations have been investigated in [40,43]. It is 
crucial in all the proofs we do not present here. 
Proposition 2.7 [40, 141. Let d be a concurrent automaton. Then (M(d), .) is left- 
cancellative, i.e. x . y = x . z # 0 implies y = z. 
2.4. Partial order of computations 
Let JZZ be an automaton with concurrency relations. For y, 6 E CS(&) we define 
y 5 6 if there exists a computation sequence rl with yrl N 6. Then 5 is a preorder on 
CS(&) such that y 5 6 5 y holds iff y and 6 are equivalent. Therefore this preorder 
defines a partial order on M(d) in the the natural way: [y] d [6] :w y 5 6. 
We call x E M(d) a left divisor of y E M(d) if there exists z E M(d) with 
x . z = y. Obviously, x is a left divisor of y iff x < y i.e. left divisibility is an order 
on concurrency monoids. This order can be extended to an order on the infinite com- 
putations. If one restricts the consideration to those computations that start in a given 
initial state, these orders are certain domains (algebraic cpo’s) that are closely related 
with event domains [45], concrete domains and dI-domains [3] (see [14, 15,29,30]). 
Basic order-theoretic definitions of lattices and distributivity will be given in 
Section 3. 
Proposition 2.8 [30]. Let d be a stably concurrent automaton and x E M(d)\(O). 
Then ({y E M(d) ] y <x}, <) is a finite distributive lattice. 
In [30], Kuske even showed that an inverse implication holds for a large class of 
automata including (among others) concurrent automata: If ({y E M(&‘) 1 y Gx}, <) 
is distributive for any x E M(d), then d is stably concurrent. 
Now we introduce some order-theoretic notions: Let (P, < ) be a poset. If x, y E P, 
we call y a direct cover of x (denoted X-X y) if x < y and there are no elements 
between x and y. The pair (x, y) is called a prime interual. Let (x, y) and (x’, y’) 
be prime intervals. We say that (x’, y’) is a direct cover of (x, y) iff x+ x’, y+ y’ 
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and x’ # y. Let x denote the smallest equivalence relation on the set of all prime 
intervals that contains X. For any x E P, let xl:= {y E P 1 y<x} and xt:= {y E P ) 
X<_Y}. 
Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations, a, b E M(d) with a --<b. Then 
there exists exactly one transition (T with a . [a] = b. Hence, any prime interval (a, b) 
determines an event ev 0. The following proposition relates these events and the relation 
X. 
Proposition 2.9 [ 151. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations. Let a, a’ E 
M(d) and cr, c-r’ E T with (a,a . [a]) x (a’,~’ . [a’]). Then ev cr = ev G’. 
In view of Proposition 2.7, now we wish to show that for concurrent automata 
d, M(d) is also right-cancellative. We need some lattice-theoretic notation. 
A finite lattice (L, <) is upper-semimodular if there is no element between z and 
y V z for all x, y, z E L such that x --<y and x <z. For a finite lattice, this property is 
equivalent with the following axiom (C) known in denotational semantics: 
(C) ifx-<y, x-tz and y#z,then y--cyVz. 
In [14, 151, it was shown that if J&’ is a concurrent automaton and x E M(&)\(O), 
then (xl, <) is a finite upper-semimodular lattice. It is easy to see that the infimum 
in this lattice is the greatest common left divisor. Analogously, the supremum is the 
least common right multiple. Now we can show: 
Proposition 2.10. Let d be a concurrent automaton and y, a,& z E CS(&) with 
ya N Sz and evs o = evs z. Then y N 6. In particular, M(d) is right-cancellative. 
Proof. We may assume that a, r E T with eva = ev r. Since ya - 6r, we get 
O(y) = O(6). The proof proceeds by induction on the length of y. The case Iyj = 0 is 
trivial. Suppose that for ]yj <n we proved the statement. Let ly’] = n and CI E T with 
uy’a N 6~. We claim that ay’ N 6. First, we show [a] <[a]. There exists a computation 
sequence q and a transition j? such that q/i is a prefix of 6 and evcl = ev j?. Since 
([&I I, d ) is an upper-semimodular lattice, there is no element strictly between [q] and 
x := [a] V [q]. If x = [q] we immediately have [a] < [6]. Thus, suppose [q] _( x. Then, 
there exists a transition p’ with [q/3’] = x. The prime intervals ([E], [cc]) and ([r], [q/Y]) 
are equivalent. Hence, by Proposition 2.9, ev /Y = ev TV = ev p, so j3’ = /?. This implies 
[a] < [qb] <[S]. Therefore, there exists a computation sequence 6’ such that a6’ N 6, 
so cly’a - 6r N c&r. Since (M(d), .) is left-cancellative, we obtain y’a N 6’~. By the 
induction hypothesis this implies y’ N 6’. Thus, we get ay’ N ~6’ N 6. 
Now let x, y,z E M(d) with x . z = y . z # 0. Then there exist y,6, r E CS(&) 
with x = [r], y = [6] and z = [r]. As shown above, we have y N 6 i.e. x = y. Thus, 
(M(d), .) is right-cancellative. 0 
Because of Examples 2.4 and 2.5 we restricted the consideration to stably concurrent 
automata. By Proposition 2.8 we see that they are closely related with finite distributive 
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lattices. Therefore the following section is a short excursion into the field of finite 
distributive lattices. 
3. Finite distributive lattices 
In this section we recall, for the convenience of the reader, some basic definitions 
and results on partially ordered sets and on finite distributive lattices, cf. [5, 11,231 for 
proofs and further explanations. 
Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set (poset). Two elements x and y of P are 
incomparable (denoted by x 11 y) if neither x< y nor y<x holds. For a subset A of 
P, let Al = U{xJ 1 x E A}. A is downward closed if A = Al. The set of all downward 
closed subsets of P is denoted by 9(P, < ). Now let A C_ P and x E P. Then x is an 
upper bound of A if Adx, i.e. adx for all a E A, and x is the supremum of A if 
it is the smallest upper bound. The supremum of A is denoted by VA. For V{x, y} 
we usually write x V y. Dually, lower bounds are defined, and the infimum of A is 
denoted by /\ A. Sometimes in the literature, the supremum (infimum) is called join 
(meet). 
A partially ordered set (L, <) is a lattice if the supremum and the infimum of any 
two elements exist. Then the supremum and infimum of an arbitrary finite subset of 
L exist, too. Thus, finite lattices always contain a smallest element _L and a largest 
element T. A lattice is called distributive if the following equation holds for any 
x, y,z E L: 
XV(yAz)=(xVy)A(xVz). 
Then the dual equation x A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z) holds, too. 
Let (L, < ) be a finite lattice and x E L. A maximal linearly ordered subset C of L 
with C < x is called a chain below x. Let the height of x be the maximal cardinality 
of all chains below x. The element x of L is called join-irreducible if I # x and if 
for all a, b E L the following implication holds: 
x=aVb ==+ x=aorx=b. 
Equivalently, there exists precisely one element y E L such that x is a direct cover of 
y. If (L, <) is distributive, x is join-irreducible iff it is a prime (i.e. x<a V b + 
x 6 a or x d b for any a, b E L and I < x). The set of all join-irreducible elements of 
L is denoted by $(L, <). 
Let (Pi, < ) for i = 1,2 be partially ordered sets and f : PI -+ Pz be a function. f is 
an order-isomorphism if it is a bijection with x < y iff f(x) Q f (y) for any x, y E PI. 
The following propositions describe the key properties of finite distributive lattices 
that will be used in our investigations frequently, without mentioning them again. For 
a comprehensive proof see, for instance, [ 111. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let (L, <) be a finite distributive lattice and x E L. Then x = 
V(xl n$(L, <)) and the map f : (L, <) --f (9(y(L, <)), C) with f(x) := xl n 
#(L, <) is an order-isomorphism. 
Conversely, let (P, <) be a finite partially ordered set. Then (9(P, 6 ), c) is a 
jinite distributive lattice, and (P, <) and (f(g(P, G)), &) are isomorphic. 
The following property is well known from lattice theory. It might be proved using 
Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.2. Let (L, <) be a jinite distributive lattice. 
(a) Let ( x, y ) and ( x’, y’ ) be prime intervals. Then ( x, y ) t< ( x’, y’ ) ifs 
xAx’<yA y’. 
(b) Let a, b E L. Then a<aVb @aAb <b. In this case, ( anb, b ) x ( a, avb ). 
Using Proposition 3.1 the following proposition can easily be verified. 
Proposition 3.3. Let (L, <) be a jnite distributive lattice. The height of an element 
x E L equals the cardinality of the set xl fly(L, 6). In particular, the height of the 
maximal element of L equals I$(L, <)I. 
Let A4 G f(L, <) be downward closed in y(L, G). Then VM has height IMI. 
Later on we will also use the following technical results. 
Proposition 3.4. Let (L, 6) be ajnite distributive lattice, x E L and yl, y2 E $(L, <) 
such that ye, yz x. Then x v yl E f(xt , ,< ). Moreover, yI 6 y2 ifsx v yl <x v y2. 
Proof. Let a, b E L with x< {a, b} and a V b = x V y,. Then we have yi = 
YI A (x V ~1) = ye A (a V b) = (yl A a) V (~1 A b). Since yi is join-irreducible in 
(L, 6 ), this implies (without any loss of generality) yi = yl A a, i.e. yi <a. Thus, we 
have {x, yl} %a <x V yl. Hence, a = x V y1 proving that x V yl is join-irreducible in 
the distributive lattice (xl, < ). 
Clearly, yl dy2 implies x V y1 <x V ~2. Suppose conversely x V y1 dx V y2. Then 
yl dx V ~2. Since yl x, we obtain yi <y2 from the fact that y1 is a prime in (L, ,< ), 
0 
Lemma 3.5. Let (P, 6 ) be a partially ordered set, D C P downward closed in (P, < ), 
xEDandyEP\D. ZfxII yorx-<y then theset 
MD(~,Y) := (D \xt 1 u (~1 \(D u {Y}>> 
is downward closed in (P, <) and 
(xl Uyl ) \ {X,Y} C&(X,Y) cp \ (xl‘ UYf 1. 
suppose conversely (xl uyl > \ {x, Y} C P \ (xt uyt 1. Then x 11 Y, x-t~ 01 Y-< x. 
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Proof. Let a E P, b E M&x, y) and a < b. If b E D \ XT then x b. Hence a is also 
an element of D and x a. Therefore, a E M&X, y). Suppose now b E yl \(D U {y}). 
Then b < y. If a $I! D, we get a E M&y) by a < b < y. Therefore assume a E D. 
Clearly, x <a < b < y contradicts the assumption that x (1 y or x+ y. Therefore, 
a E Mo(x, y). Hence, MD(x, y) is downward closed in P. 
Let x’ E xl \{x, y}. Then x’ E D by x’ < x and D downward closed. So x’ E 
MD(x, y). Let y’ E yJ \{x, y}. If y’ 4 D, we immediately obtain y’ E MD(x, y). In 
case y’ E D, x < y’ cannot hold because of x< y or x 1) y. Thus, y’ E MD(x, y). 
Hence we showed the first inclusion. 
To check the second inclusion, first let x’ E D with x x’. Since D is downward 
closed and y E P \ D, we get y x’, so x’ E P \ (XT Uy? ). Now let y’ E P \ D with 
y’ < y. Suppose x< y'. Then x < y. By the assumption in the proposition, y is a 
direct cover of x. This implies y’ = x E D, a contradiction to the choice of y’. Hence 
x y’ implying y’ E P \ (XT UyT ). 
For the second part of the lemma, assume that there exists z E P with x < z < y. 
Then z E yJ \{x, y}. By the assumption, this is a subset of P \ (XT Uyr ). Hence 
z E P \ (XT Uyf ), contradicting x < z. 0 
Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set, x, y E P and x 1) y or x-<y. Using D = 
xl, Lemma 3.5 states the existence of a downward closed set M with (xJ, UyJ ) \ 
{x, y} C A4 C P\(xT UyT ). For Y-XX, we obtain the existence of such a set considering 
D = yl. Conversely, if M is downward closed with (xl Uyl ) \ {x, y} LA4 C P \ 
(XT Uyf ), the second part of Lemma 3.5 implies x I] y, x-~y or y<x. Hence, x (1 y, 
x+y or y-tx if and only if such a set M exists. 
4. Dependence orders 
In this section, we return to dependence orders as defined in Section 2. For the rest 
of this paper, 
we assume that d = (Q,E, T, 11) is a stably concurrent automaton. 
As pointed out earlier, this assumption is essential for us because it enables us to use 
Proposition 2.8 and hence the distributive lattice theory of Section 3. 
For y E CS(&‘) we will define a second labelled partial order PR(?/). Also, we will 
show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the order-preserving enumer- 
ations of PR(y) and the set [y]. Also, we will prove that the labelled partial orders 
DO(y) and PR(y) are isomorphic. Hence any order-preserving enumeration of DO(y) 
induces a linearization 6 with y - 6. In [16], Droste proved a generalization of the 
Levi Lemma to concurrency monoids. Here, we will give an alternative proof using 
dependence orders. 
Now we will give the definition of PR(y). By Proposition 2.8, ([y]l , <) is a finite 
distributive lattice. Let Pr(y) := $([y]J, , <) be the set of all join-irreducible elements 
(or, equivalently, all primes) of this lattice. For x E Pr(y), there exists a unique element 
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y E M(d) such that x is a direct cover of y. Hence, we find exactly one transition 
CJ with x = y . [o]. Let I, : Pr(y) -+ E be the function with Z,(x) := eve. Then 
PR(y) := (Pr(y), 6, I,,dom y) is a labelled partial order. 
At first sight, this lpo PR(y) has nothing to do with the lpo DO(y). Theorem 4.8 
will show that they are isomorphic in the following natural sense: 
Definition 4.1. Let Pi = (Pi, <i, Zi,qi) for i = 1,2 be 1~0’s and let f : P1 -+ P2 be 
a function. f is an isomorphism from Pt to & iff it is an order-isomorphism from 
(PI, <I) onto (Pz, Gz), Z&Z”(x)) = It(x) for any x E PI, and 41 = q2. 
Io’t and p2 are isomorphic (denoted PI E p2) if there exists an isomorphism from 
P, to I!?*. 
Next we show that DO(y) is rigid, i.e. it has only the trivial automorphism 1 : 
DO(y) --f DO(y) with l(x) = x. 
Proposition 4.2. Let y E CS(&). Then 1 : DO(y) + DO(y) is the onZy isomorphism 
from DO(y) to DO(y). 
Proof. Obviously, 1 is an isomotphism. Let f : DO(y) -+ DO(y) be any isomorphism. 
Observe that the set 0, := {u’ 1 1 did Iyla} is a chain in DO(y) for any a E E. As 
usual, let f 10, denote the restriction of f to 0,. Since Z(x) = Z(f(x)) for x E O(y), 
f lo, is an order-isomorphism from 0, onto 0,. But since 0, is a finite chain, this 
implies f (a’) = a’, i.e. f = 1. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let y E CS(&) and [la be an Zpo. Then there exists at most one 
isomorphism f : DO(y) ---f P. 
Proof. Let f ,g : DO(y) + P be isomorphisms. Then g-’ o f : DO(y) + DO(y) with 
(g-l o f)(x) = g-‘(f (x)) is an isomorphism. By Proposition 4.2, g-’ o f = 1, hence 
f=g. cl 
By Lemma 2.3, y is a linearization of DO(y). Here we prove that it is a linearization 
of PR(y), too. 
Proposition 4.4. For y E CS(&), there exists an order-preserving enumeration A of 
PR(y) that induces y. 
Proof. Let y = cr1e2.. . c~,,withai~Tandyi:=c11rr2...~ifori=l,..., n,andyo=~. 
Let i E {O,l,... ,n - 1). Then ([yi+t]J, <) is a finite distributive lattice (Proposition 
2.4). [yi+l] has height i+ 1 and [yi] is an element of this lattice of height i. Hence there 
exists exactly one join-irreducible element xi+1 in ([yi+l]J, <) that is not dominated 
by [yi] (Propositions 3.1 and 3.3). Since [yi]l is a downward closed subset of [y;+r]J, 
we have Pr(yi)CPr(yi+l), so Pr(yi+l)\Pr(yi) = {xi+l). Hence, Pr(y) = {~~Jz,~..,x~} 
and A := (x1,x2 , . . . ,x,,) is an order-preserving enumeration of Pr(y). We show that 
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y is induced by A. Since ([y]l, <) is distributive and [yi]<[yi+l] = [yi] V xifl, by 
Proposition 3.2(b) we have Xi+] A [Yi]<xi+t and the prime intervals ( xi+1 A [yi],xi+r ) 
and ([ri], [yi+r]) are equivalent with respect to X. Now I,(xi+r) = ev gi+r follows 
immediately by Proposition 2.4. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Let y E CS(&‘) and A = (x1,x2 , . . . ,x,) be an order-preserving enu- 
meration of PR(y). Then A induces a linearization 6 = ~102.. . CT,, with Gi E T such 
that [~1~2 . ..oi] = V{xl,x2 )..., xi} for i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Since xi E Pr(y) is join-irreducible and ([y]J, 6) is finite and distributive, we 
find uniquely determined elements xi E M(d) and transitions ri with xi = xi . [Ti] for 
i = 1,2,... , n. By definition, ly(xi) = ev zi. Furthermore, let yi := v{xr,xz, . . . ,xi} E 
M(d) and qi := cod yi for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Also, put qo := dom y and yc := 1. Let 
i E {l,... ,n}. Since {Xi 1 j<i - 1) is a subset of {xi 1 j<i}, we have yi-1 = 
V{Xj ( j<i - l}< V{Xj ] j<i} = yi. S ince these sets are downward closed subsets 
of Pr(y) = y([y]J., <) and differ in precisely one element, Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 
yield ]yi-11 = i - 1 = lyil - 1 and hence _y_r <yi in ([y]L , < ). Thus, there exists 
a uniquely determined transition CJ~ with yi = yi_r . [ai]. Then yi-r < yi = yi-t V xi. 
Since ([y]], <) is distributive, this implies yi_r A Xi-<Xi (Proposition 3.2). Hence, 
yi-r A xi = xi, since Xi is join-irreducible and, by the definition of xi, xi <xi. Thus 
we get ( yi-1, yi ) H ( xi ,Xi ). This implies ev cri = ev zi by Proposition 2.4. 
For i = 1 we obtain rrr = (40, ev zr,cod yt ) = (40, l,(xl),ql ). For i E (2,. . . , n}, since 
yi = yi-1 . [ai] and ev(oi) = ev(zi) = Z,(xi), we get I = (cod yi_r,evri,cod yi) = 
(qi-r,Z,(Xi),qi). Hence, 6 := 0102 . . . CT,, is a computation sequence with dom 6 = dom y 
and evs 6 = I,(xr)ly(x2). . . lr(xn), i.e. 6 is the linearization of PR(y) induced by A. By 
the construction, we have [Ore2 . . . ai] = yi = V{xr,x2 . . .xi} for i = 1,2,. . . , n. 0 
The following theorem establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the order- 
preserving enumerations of PR(y) and the set of all computation sequences equivalent 
with y. 
Theorem 4.6. Let y E CS(d). Then [y] = Lin(PR(y)), 
Proof. First let 6 E [y]. Clearly we have dom y = dom 6. The triple (Pr(y), <, 1,) has 
been constructed using the lattice ([y]J , <) = ([S]l , < ). Hence it coincides with the 
triple (Pr(6), <, Zb). But 6 is a linearization of PR(6) by Proposition 4.4, hence also 
of PR(y). 
Conversely, let 6 E Lin(PR(y)). Then, 6 is induced by some order-preserving 
enumeration A = (XI ,x2,. . . , x,) of PR(y). Furthermore, by Proposition 4.5, [a] = 
V{Xl,X2,..., xn}. But this equals [y] since {x1,x2,. . . ,x,} = Pr(y). Hence y N 6. 0 
By Proposition 4.5, any order-preserving enumeration of PR(y) induces a linear- 
ization whenever d is stably concurrent. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.6, any such 
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linearization is equivalent with y. Hence we get a natural mapping from the order- 
preserving enumerations of PR(y) to [y]. By Proposition 4.4 this mapping is surjective. 
Since obviously two order-preserving enumerations that induce the same computation 
sequence are equal, it is injective, too. In this sense, there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the set of all order-preserving enumerations of PR(y) and the set [y]. 
We now prepare the proof that DO(y) and PR(y) are isomorphic. 
Recall that by Lemma 3.5 a downward closed subset M of Pr(y) with (xl UyJ ) \ 
14 yl CM C WY) \ (4 Uyt ) exists iff x I] y, x-<y or y<x where the relation < 
has to be understood in the partially ordered set (Pr(y), <) rather than in the lattice 
([y]L , < ). The following proposition describes when x, y E Pr(y) are order-theoretically 
incomparable in terms of the concurrency relations of d. This will be crucial also later 
on. 
For this, we use the fact that if M is any subset of Pr(y) then VM is a computation 
and hence cod VA4 is defined. 
Proposition 4.7. Let x, y E Pr(y) and M C Pr(y) downward closed with (xl UyJ ) \ 
{x, y} & A4 C Pr(y) \ (XT Uyt ). Then x and y are incomparable in (Pr(y), d ) if and 
only if l?(x) ~~codVA4 l,(y) in d. 
Proof. We start with some considerations valid for both directions of the equivalence. 
Obviously, if x I( y or if ZY(x) ]I cdV~ Z,(y), then x and y are different. We may 
assume that y x. 
Leta,bEPr(y).Ifa <xora < yanda@{x,y},thenaE(xJ.Uyl)\{x,y}CM. 
If bax or bay, then b $! Pr(y)\(xf Uyt ) >M. Hence there exists an order-preserving 
enumeration A = (a,,az,. . . ,an,x, y, bl, bz, . . . , b,) of Pr(y) with A4 = {uI,u~, . . . ,a,}. 
This enumeration induces a linearization 1 of the form parv with [p] = VM, [per] = 
VA4 Vx, [pm] = VA4 V {x, y} and v E CS(&‘) by Proposition 4.5. Since it is induced 
by A, we have eva = Z,(x) and evz = Z,(y). 
Now suppose that x and y are incomparable. Then B = (al,a2,. . . , a,, y,x, bl, b2,. . . , 
b,) is another order-preserving enumeration. It induces a linearization A’ = &c’v 
with evr’ = Z,(y), eva’ = Z,(x), [&a’] = VM V {x,y} and v’ E CS(&). Since 
M(d) is left-cancellative (Proposition 2.7) and [pcrr] = VM V {x, y} = [~T’o’], we 
conclude az N r’a’. Suppose we had ev a = ev r’. Then a = r’, and thus V A4 V x = 
[pa] = [&I = VMV y. This implies x = y by Proposition 3.1, a contradiction. Hence 
ev a # ev 7’. With cod p = cod V M we obtain Z,(x) = ev a llc~ v~ ev r’ = Z,(y). 
Conversely, suppose Z?(x) II codV~ Z,(y). Because of eva /cod’, evr there exist tran- 
sitions a’ and r’ with ar N ?a’, ev a = ev a’ and ev r = ev 7’. Furthermore we have 
[pa] = VM Vx and [par] = VM Vx V y. Because of [&I < [y] there exist y’ E Pr(y) 
with [pr’] = VM V y’ and x’ E Pr(y) with [&a’] = VM V y’ Vx’. By [par] = [$a’] 
we get {x, y} = {x’,y’} (Proposition 3.1). But [pa] # [&I implies x # y’, hence 
x = x’ and y = y’. The elements [k] and [pa] both have height (MI + 1. Hence they 
dominate exactly JM( + 1 join-irreducible elements by Proposition 3.3. Therefore x and 
y are incomparable. 0 
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In Section 2 we defined the dependence orders DO(y). While DO(y) is computed 
using the set evs([y]), we defined PR(y) in terms of the finite distributive lattice 
([y]J , G). The following theorem shows that these two labelled partial orders are 
isomorphic. 
Theorem 4.8. Let y E CS(d). Then DO(y) g PR(y). 
Proof. Let x,y E Pr(y) with Z,(x) = Z,(y). Suppose x and y are incomparable with 
respect to <. Then M := (xi Uyl ) \ {x, y} is downward closed in (Pr(y), <). By 
Proposition 4.7 we conclude Z,,(x) I] codV~ Z,(y), a contradiction since Ilc,,dv~ is ir- 
reflexive. Hence, the elements x of Pr(y) with Z,(x) = a form a chain in Pr(y) for any 
a E E. For x E Pr(y), define n?(x) := j{y E Pr(y) 1 y<x, Z,(x) = Z,(y)}l, i.e. x is 
the n,(x)th element of this chain. Obviously, Z?(x) = Z,(y) and r+,(x) = ny(y) imply 
x = y. Thus, the mapping 
f : Pr(y)+E x N 
x H Zy(x)“JX) 
is injective. Since y is a linearization of PR(y), 1(x E Pr(y) I Z?(x) = u}I = lyla for any 
a E E. Hence we have f(x) E O(y) for any x E Pr(y). Since I O(y)1 = IyI = I Pr(y)l, f 
is a bijective mapping from Pr(y) onto o(y) with Z,(x) = Z(f(x)). It remains to show 
that f is even an order-isomorphism. 
Let x,y E Pr(y) with x < y. Let 6 E CS(&) with y - 6. By Theorem 4.6 there 
exists an order-preserving enumeration A = (x1,x2,. . . ,xn) of PR(y) that induces 6. 
Then x = xi and y = xj for some i < j, showing Z,(x)“r@) & Z,(y)“,(Y). Hence 
f(x) g f(y), i.e. f is order-preserving. 
Assume conversely f(x) C f(y). Suppose x # y. Then there exists an order- 
preserving enumeration A = (xi ,x2,. . . ,x, ) of Pr(y) with xi = X, xj = y and i < i. 
Let 6 be the linearization induced by A. Then Z,(y)“i(J’) E, ZJx)“y@), a contradiction 
to f(x) C f(y). Hence f is an order-isomorphism. 0 
Now Theorem 4.6 and the theorem above imply [y] = Lin(DO(y)) for any y E 
CS(&). More specifically, we have the following equivalence. 
Corollary 4.9. Let y,6 E CS(s2). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1. Y”6. 
2. DO(y) = DO(a). 
3. 6 E Lin(DO(y)). 
Furthermore, any order-preserving enumeration of DO(y) induces a linearization. 
Proof. By the construction of DO(y), the implication (1) + (2) is trivial. By Lemma 
2.3, 6 E Lin(DO(G)). Hence (2) + (3). Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 prove the implication 
(3) + (1). The final statement follows from Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 4.8. 0 
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Considering automata induced by trace alphabets, we obtain that the equivalence of 
1 and 2 in the corollary above generalizes [34, Theorem 2.3.51. The equivalence of 1 
and 3 generalizes [34, Theorem 23.31. 
Corollary 4.9 shows how the equivalence - between computation sequences i  cap- 
tured by the dependence orders. Subsequently, as a consequence of the previous results, 
we will show how to rediscover the preorder 5 from the dependence orders. 
Definition 4.10. Let P = (P, <, I, q) be an lpo and 0 # X C P be downward closed 
in [FD. Then X = (X, < n (XX X), 1 rx,q) . 1s called the downward closed substructure 
of IF with domain X. 
Corollary 4.11. Let y, 6 E CS(Se) \{E}. Then y 5 6 isf DO(y) is a downward closed 
substructure of DO(6). 
moreover, if X is a downward closed substructure of DO(&), then there exists 
q E CS(&) such that X = DO(q) and q 5 6. 
Proof. Let y 5 6. Then [y]J is downward closed in the finite distributive lattice 
([s]J, G). This imphes Pr(y) = y{[y]1, 6) = f([S]J, <) n [y]l. Hence PR(y) is 
the downward closed substructure of PR(6) with domain Pr(y). Let fa : PR(S) -+ 
DO(6) be the uniquely determined isomorphism (cf. Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.8). 
Furthermore, let X := fs(Pr(y)) GO(&). Since Pr(y) is downward closed in PR(6) 
and since f~ is an order-isomorphism, X is downward closed in DO(a). Let X be 
the downward closed substructure of DO(6) with domain X. Then fs rpr(y) : PR(y) --) 
3E is an isomorphism. Hence X E PR(y) 2 DO(y), i.e. there exists an isomorphism 
f : DO(y)-+%. Since for x E O(y) we have I(x) = Z(~(~)), we can derive that f(x) = 
x. Hence DO(y) = X implying that DO(y) is a downward closed substructure of DO(d). 
Conversely, let DO(y) be a downward closed substructure of DO(d). Let A be 
the order-preserving enumeration of DO(y) that induces y. Furthermore, let B be an 
order-preserving enumeration of (O(6) \ O(y), C). Then the sequence AB is an order- 
preserving enumeration of DO(a). It induces a computation sequence yq, since A in- 
duces y. By Corollary 4.9, ye - 6 and hence y 5 6. 
Now assume X is a do~ward closed substmc~e of DO(&). Let X be the domain 
of X . Then there exists an order-preserving enumeration A = (xi ,x2,. . . ,xn) of DO(6) 
and iQn such that X = {xt,.~,..., Xi}, Let qa be the linearization induced by A where 
11 has length i. Then ?a - 6 by Corollary 4.9, hence q 5 6 and, as just shown, DO(q) 
is a downward closed substructure of DO(S) with O(q) = X. Since substructures are 
completely determined by their domains, we get X = DO(q). 0 
The following proposition shows that the dependence order of the supremum of [y] 
and [a] is simply the union of the dependence orders of y and 6 whenever y and 6 are 
bounded. 
Proposition 4.12. Let CL,?, 6, pf E CS(sB) lath ~,y, 6 5 4. Then [a] = [rl V IS] zjf 
O(a) = O(y) U O(6) and [al = [rl A ISI ifs O(a) = O(Y) n O(6). 
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Proof. As is well known (cf. [39, IS]), [y] V [h] exists since y, 6 5 r~. Using Corollary 
4.11, we obtain that [a] = [y] V [a] iff DO(u) is the smallest downward closed sub- 
structure of DO(n) containing DO(y) and DO(h) as downward closed substructures. 
This is obviously the case iff O(a) = O(y) U O(6). 
Similarly, we can prove that [a] = [y] A [6] iff O(a) = O(y) n O(6). 0 
As a consequence, we indicate how to determine the supremum of two bounded ele- 
ments of (M(d), <) using a merge operation for computation sequences. For y,6,r1 E 
CS(&) \{E} having the same domain, we call q a merge of y and 6 if n is an in- 
terleaving of y and 6, i.e., formally, O(q) = O(y) U O(6), Lr C &, & C & and 
dom y = dom 6 = dom 9. Let merge([y], [S]) comprise all merges of y’ and 6’ for y’ N 
y and 6’ N 6. 
Corollary 4.13. Let y, 6,~ E CS(yc4) \{E} with y, 6 5 9. Then [y] V [a] = merge([y], [a]). 
Proof. Let [cr] = [y] V [h]. Clearly, dom y = dom6 = dom a. Proposition 4.12 implies 
O(u) = O(y) U O(6). By Theorems 4.6 and 4.8, [a] = Lin(DO(a)). Hence it suffices 
to show that Lin(DO(x)) = merge([y], [S]). Since y,6 5 CI, DO(y) and DO(d) are 
downward closed substructures DO(E) with O(CY) = O(y) U O(6). Observe that the 
order-preserving enumerations of DO(a) are precisely the interleavings of an order- 
preserving enumeration of DO(y) and an order-preserving enumeration of DO(d). Let 
~1’ - a. Then there exists an order-preserving enumeration A of DO(a) that induces CI’. 
Let G be the restriction of A to O(y). Then G is an order-preserving enumeration of 
DO(y). Let y’ N y be the linearization induced by G. Similarly, the restriction of A to 
O(6) determines a computation sequence 6’ N 6. Now, since O(E) = O(y) U O(6), a’ 
is a merge of y’ and 6’. Hence a’ E merge([y], [S]). 
Conversely let a’ be a merge of y’ N y and 6’ - 6. Then there exist order-preserving 
enumerations G and D of DO(y) and DO(d), respectively, that induce y’ and 6’. These 
two order-preserving enumerations can be interleaved in such a way that the resulting 
sequence is an order-preserving enumeration of DO(a) that induces CI’. Hence ~1’ E 
Lin(DO(a)). 0 
An important tool in trace theory is the Levi Lemma. This lemma has been gen- 
eralized by Droste in [16] to the realm of concurrency monoids. Here, we give an 
alternative proof based on the dependence orders. First, we have to introduce some 
more notations. 
We define a partial function @ : E* x Q + CS(&) as follows: Let w E E+ and 
q E Q. Then w@q is defined iff there exists a computation sequence y with dom y = q 
and evsy = w. In this case, w@q = y. Furthermore, A@q = E where i denotes the 
empty word over E. 
Let v, w E E* and q E Q. We say v and w commute in state q if there is no action 
occurring in v as well as in w, vw@q and wv@q are defined, and vw@q N wv@q. 
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Observe that two actions a, b E E commute in state q iff a )I4 b. Therefore, we write 
v ]I9 w whenever v and w commute in state q. 
Now, we can formulate and prove the Levi Lemma for concurrency monoids. 
Proposition 4.14 (Levi Lemma). Let xl,x2,yl,y2 E M(d) with xlyt = x2y2 # 0. 
Let qi = codxi if xi # 1 and qi := dom yi otherwise for i = 1,2. Then there exist 
Y,W E M(d) and v1,v2 E E* such that 
xi = r . [vi@&], yi = [vg-i@qi] . w for i = I,2 and ~1 [I4 ~2 
where q = cod r if r # 1 and q = domxt yl otherwise. 
Proof. The reader may check that the lemma holds if one of the computations x1 ,x2, yl , 
y2 equals 1. Hence we assume x1,x2, yt, y2 # 1. 
If y E CS(&‘), in this proof we will freely use the notions O([y]) for O(y) and 
DO([y]) for DO(y). Furthermore, we write x for x1 yl. 
NOW let R = 0(x1) n 0(x2), & = O(xi) \ 0(x3-i) for i = 1,2 and W = O(X) \ 
(0(x1 ) U 0(x2)). Then R, Vl, V2 and W are mutually disjoint and R U F’l U V2 U W = 
O(x). Furthermore, the sets R and R U 6 = O(Xi) (i = 1,2) are downward closed 
subsets of O(X) by Corollary 4.11. Hence, the elements of VI and those of V2 are 
mutually incomparable. Let AR, A r, , A V, and Aw be order-preserving enumerations of 
R, VI, V2 and W, respectively. Then Al = ARAv,A~,Aw and A2 = ARAv,AY,A~ are 
order-preserving enumerations of DO(x). By Corollary 4.9, Al induces a linearization 
pviv20 of DO(x) such that IpJ = IRI, 1~11 = IVll, lvzl = (VZ[ and 101 = IWI. Let 
r := [p], w := [w], v1 := evsvl and 2~2 := evsvz. Since O(pvt) = RU VI = O(xt), we 
obtain xi = r . [VI] = r * [vl@q]. Furthermore, [pvtv20] = x by Corollary 4.9. Hence 
x1 yt = [pvlv20] = x1 . [v2@ql] . w. Since M(d) is left-cancellative (Proposition 2.7), 
this implies y1 = [u&j?ql] . w. 
Now we consider AZ. It induces a linearization pviv{ o’ of DO(x) where, again, 
]vil = IV,], Iv{/ = IV11 and lo’] = /WI. Since the event sequence of vi, as well 
as that of ~2, is determined by Av2, we get evs vi = ~2. Similarly, evs vi = ut and 
evs w’ = evs o. Similarly to the observations above, we get x2 = r s [u&jq] and y2 = 
[VI @q2] . [co’]. Furthermore, pvi ~20 N pviviw’ by Corollary 4.9. Next Propositions 2.7 
and 2.10 imply vtv2 N viv{. Now, Proposition 2.7 also implies o N IX’, hence [w’] = w 
and therefore y2 = [ul@q2] . w. 
Finally, vtv2 N vivi can be written as ulv&F4jq N u2vl@q. Since VI and V2 are disjoint 
and the sets R U VI and R U V2 are downward closed, there is no action occurring in 
vi and in 02. Hence vt ]I4 ~2. 0 
5. Characterization of dependence orders 
As before, let JZZ+ be a stably concurrent automaton. As shown above, any computation 
sequence y induces a labelled partial order DO(y). It is easy to find labelled partial 
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orders that are not induced by any computation sequence. Choose, for instance, a 
labelled partial order with two incomparable lements that carry equal abels. Or assume 
the automaton contains a state p E Q and an event a E E such that there is no transition 
(p,a, q) E T. Then the one-point Ipo with domain p and label a cannot be generated 
by a computation sequence. 
Suppose d is induced by a trace alphabet (&I). It is a well-known fact from 
trace theory that an lpo (P, C, Z,q) is generated by a computation sequence y of d 
iff it is the reflexive and transitive closure of a dependence graph. Here, a depen- 
dence graph is a finite, labelled directed, acyclic graph (V,K, Z) such that (x, y) E 
K U K-’ iff (I(x), Z(y)) $2 I. The aim of this section is to obtain this result in the 
general case, i.e. to describe all lpo’s over .&’ that are generated by a computation 
sequence. 
As usual in automata theory, we define a transition function on & that describes 
the change of the state of an automaton in response to a finite sequence of actions. 
Let . : QxE* -+ Q be the partial mapping defined by p.w = q if there exists 
y E CS(&) with dom y = p, evs y = w and cod y = q. (This includes p.J. = p where 
1 is the empty word over E.) We write p.w = J_ otherwise. Note that p.w # _L iff 
w@p is defined. In this case, p.w = cod(w@p). 
Since d is a deterministic automaton, this function is well defined. Obviously, for 
y E CS(&‘), we have cod y = (dom y). evs y. 
Let (P, &, Z,q) be an lpo and A = (pi, ~2,. . . , pn ) an order-prese~ing enumemtion. 
If M Cr P, let w~( 1,M) = t(z1 )Z(zz) . . . Z(z,) where (21 ,z2,. . . ,z,) is the subsequence of
A with M = {zi,z2,. . . , z,,,}. Observe that 6 E CS(&) is the linearization induced by A 
iff domii = q and evsS = w,(E,P). Next, note that the sets Pi := (p~,p2,...,pi} for 
i=l , . . . , H are downward closed in P. For I <i < j <n recall that IMP,_, (pi, pj) = 
(Pj-1 \ pif ) U (pj_l \(Pj_l U {pi})) (cf. Lemma 3.5). Since A is an order-preserving 
enumeration, we have pji \{pj} C Pj_1, and thus, simply, Mp,_,(pi, pi) = (Pi-l\piT ). 
Now we define 
Since for certain pairs (pi, pi) the expression q.wA(Z,Mp,_,(pi, pi)) equals 1, we sup- 
pose III= 0. Hence then pi QA pi* 
Suppose d is the automaton induced by the trace alphabet (EJ). Then 
q.~~(Z,~~~_,(pj,pj)) always equals q. Hence, pi 4~ pj iff (Z(~j),Z(~~)) $ f. There- 
fore, this construction generalizes the dependence graphs from trace theory (see [34]). 
Now we define nice 1~0’s. Later on we will see that these are precisely the 1~0’s 
generated by computation sequences. 
Definition 5.1. Let P = (P, C, Z,q) be an Ipo and A = (pi,pz,.. . , pn) an order- 
preserving enumeration. If q.wA(Z, P) # I and if (a~)* = C we call P a nice labelled 
part~aZ order with respect o A. An lpo is called nice Zpo if it is nice with respect o 
some order-preserving enumeration. 
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Observe that for the automaton induced by a trace alphabet a lpo is nice iff it is the 
reflexive and transitive closure of a dependence graph. 
The definition of a nice lpo P seems to depend on the given order-preserving enu- 
meration A. Later we will see that, indeed, then P is a nice lpo with respect to all 
order-preserving enumerations. First of all we show that PR(y) is nice with respect to 
all order-preserving enumerations. 
Proposition 5.2. Let y E CS(&) and let A be any order-preserving enumeration of 
WY ). 
(a) IfM C Pr(y) is downward closed, then (dom y).w~(l~,M) = cod VM. 
(b) PR(y) is a nice lpo with respect to A. 
Proof. (a) Let (zi, ~2,. . ,z,) be the subsequence of A with A4 = {zi ,z2,. . . ,zm} and 
(yi, y2,. . . , yk) the subsequence with Pr(y)\M = {yi, ~2,. . . , yk}. Since M is downward 
closed, B = (zl ,z2,. . . ,z,, yi, ~2,. . . , yk) is an order-preserving enumeration of PR(y). 
This enumeration induces a linearisation pv with evs p = WA(Z,,M) and [,M] = VM by 
Proposition 4.5. Hence, (dom y).w~(z,,M) = cod VM. 
(b) Let P = Pr(y), q = domy and A = (~1, ~2,. . . , p,). By (a), we have q.wA(Z,P) # 
1. It remains to show that (a~)* = <. 
Let pi QA pj. Then i < j, SO either pi 11 pj or pi < pi. Suppose that pi and pj are 
incomparable. By (a) and Lemma 3.5, M := Mp/_,(pi,pj) satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 4.7. Hence we obtain Z,(pi) ]]q.wA([,#~ Z,(pj), a contradiction to pi Q pi. 
Thus pi < pi, and it follows that (a~)* C < . 
Suppose conversely pi<pj in (Pr(y), <). Then i < j. By (a) and Lemma 3.5, we 
again obtain that M := Mp,_,(pi, pj) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.7. This 
proposition yields pi aA pi. Since -c* = 6, this implies that < 2 (QA)*. 0 
The following proposition shows that any nice lpo can be generated by a computation 
sequence. 
Proposition 5.3. Let P = (P, 5, Z,q) be a nice Zpo with respect to A = (~1, ~2,. . . , p,,). 
Then there exists a linearization y of P induced by A with PR(y) 2 P. 
Proof. As above, define Pi to be the downward closed set {pi, ~2,. . . , pi} for i = 
1,2,... ,n. Since P is nice, there exist states qi := q.wA(Z,Pi). Setting qo := q, we 
find transitions gi = (qi-i,Z(pi),qi) for i = 1,2,. . . ,n. Then y := 0ic2.. . CT~ is the 
linearization induced by A. Now we prove that PR(y) 2 P. 
Let Pr(ai) = {XI} and Pr(alaz...ai)\Pr(ala2...oi_1) = {xi} for i = 2,3,...,n. 
Then B := (x*,x2,. . .,x,,) is an order-preserving enumeration of PR(y). We will show 
that the bijection 
f :Pr(y)-+P 
?ci H pi 
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is an isomorphism. Clearly, E,(xi) = evcri = Ifpi) = I(f(xi)). Hence it remains to 
argue that f is an order-~somo~h~sm. 
Clear@, the restriction of f to Prfrrt ) is an order-isomorphism from (Pr(ot ), 6) 
onto (Pt , II). For the induction step assume that 2 <j Qn, 6 = ~1~2..  oj- 1 and the 
restriction of f to Pr(S) is an order-isomorphism from (P,(S), <) to (Pj-1, C). We 
have to prove that the restriction of f to Pr(Goj) is an order-isomorphism to (Pj, G). 
For this aim, it has to be shown that for all x: E E%-(S), we have X$X~ ifT f(x) 5 pi_ 
By Proposition 5.2, (UB)* = 6. Since IFD is nice, we also have (a~)* = C. Hence it 
suffices to prove that 
xi %xj _ Pi UA pj 
for xi E Pr(6) (i.e. for i < j). 
(*I 
Thus suppose i < j, Let x&t := (x~,xz,...J~_~), M = ~~_~(~~,~~~ =$..I \.~i? 
and M’ = Mp,_, (pi, pi). Since f rq_, is an order-isomo~hism, we get f(M) = M’. 
We have already noted that I&k) = f(pk) for 1 dk<n, so w~(l,,M) = WA(Z,M’) 
follows. Hence, by dom y = q, we conclude 
This proposition generalizes the implication “& of [34, Theorem 2.3.31 since PR(y) 
and DO(y) are isomorphic. 
Now suppose that P is a nice lpo with respect o A. By Pmposition 5.3, IFP % PR(y) 
for some computation sequence y. ~o~sit~on 5.2 states that PRfr) is nice with respect 
to any order-preserving enumeration. Hence, IP is also nice with respect o any order- 
preserving enumeration, as we claimed earlier. 
The following theorem summarizes the results we obtained in this section. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.8 we have DO(y) 2 PR(y). Hence DO is well defined by 
Proposition 5.2, injective by Corollary 4.9, and surjective by Proposition 5.3. III 
Recall that M(d), endowed with the concatenation operation, is a monoid, Now, by 
Theorem 5.4, the question arises how to endow the set of nice 1~0’s with an operation 
such that DO is an isomorphism between monoids. This question will be considered 
in the next section. 
6. MuItipli~~tiun of @o’s 
The aim of this section is to define a binary operation * of nice 1~0’s uch that 
DO(y) . DO(S) Z DO($) for y, 6 E CS(&‘) with cod y = dom S. This new operation 
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of composition is more elaborate than the parallel and the sequential composition of 
pomsets defined e.g. in [22], since both of them do not work under the present con- 
text. The first question is: Given two nice 1~0’s [Fpi and p2 generated by computation 
sequences y and 6, respectively, when does cod y = dom 6 hold? For y E CS(&‘) we 
have cod y = (dom y). evs y. Thus let A be any order-preserving enumeration of DO(y). 
Then cod y = dom 6 iff dom y.w~( 1,, O(y)) = dom 6. 
Now let lFpi = (Pi, &, Zi,qi) be two nice 1~0’s (i = 1,2) and A (B) an order-preserving 
enumeration of Pi (p,) with PI flP2 = 0 (if PI and P2 are not disjoint, replace l& by 
an isomorphic opy satisfying this assumption). If q1 .w~(Il, PI) # q2 define Pi . [FD2 := 
DO(O). Now we consider the case ql.wA(ll, PI) = 42. For x E PI and z E P2 define 
W(XJ) := ~.4(1i,Pt \.Q ) wdl2,zl \{z)). Let 
x + z iff not II(~) Il~,.w(X,z) 12(z). 
We again make the convention ])J_= 0, such that, whenever q1 .w(x,z) is undefined, we 
have x + z. 
On PI U PZ we define C as the smallest partial order containing &, & and -+ i.e. 
5 := (Ci U + U &)*. Since + is a subset of PI x P2 this equals 51 U 52 U (Cl o 4 
0 L2). 
Now we define the product of two nice 1~0’s Pi and p2 with q1 .wA(I1, P1 ) = q2 
and PI II P2 = 0 by putting 
Pl . p2 := (Pl u p2, c, I1 u 12,91x 
Since P1 \ xt is downward closed in PI, by Proposition 5.2(a) and 5.3, q’ := 
ql.wA(11, P1 \ xt ) does not depend on A. The following example shows that q = 
q’.wB(Z2,zJ \{z}), and hence 4 depend on the order-preserving enumeration B. Later 
on we will see that 5 does not depend on the concrete choice of B. 
Example 6.1. We consider the following automaton with concurrency relations: 
Here a 111 b and c 1)~ d. Let furthermore y := (Osl) and 6 := (1~4~8811). 
We obtain the following dependence orders P1 = DO(y) and lp2 = DO(S) with q1 = 0 
and q2 = 1. 
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We will consider the elements x = c1 E [Fpi and z = d’ E lFps and two order- 
preserving en~erations of !Pz. Obviously, 4’ = ql.~~(~,,~~ \ xl ) = 0. 
(i) We choose the order-preserving enumeration B = (a’, b’, d’ ) of IFp2. Then 9 = 
q’.wB(Zz,zJ \{z}) = 6. Since c and d are not concurrent in state 6 this yields 
x < z. 
(ii) Now we consider the order-preserving enumeration B = (b’, ai, d’ ) of BP*. In 
this case q = 7 and hence x 74 z holds. 
According to the example above we should endow -% and E with an index that 
indicates the enumeration of & in consideration. Since this will be clear from the 
context we use -: and [z without any index. 
If d is the automaton induced by the trace alphabet (&I), we obviously have x 4 z 
iff (l,(x), I&z)) 4 1. Hence our construction generalizes the construction known in trace 
theory (cf. [34, p. 3011). Now we show: 
Theorem 6.2. Let G& be a stably eonc~rr~nt ~~to~~ton and y,6 E CS(&‘). Then 
DO(y) . DO(a) g DO(y ad). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.8, we have to show PR(y) . PR(6) E PR(y . 6). If y6 = 0, we 
obtain DO(y) 1 DO(&) = DO(O) since (dom y).~~(Z~,Pr(~)~ = cod y # dom 6 for any 
order-preserving enumeration A of PR(y). Now suppose y6 # 0, i.e. cody = dom6. 
We abbreviate lFpi = PR(y), P2 = PR(6), I& = PR(yS) and IFn, = Pi . IFD2 with 
Pi = (Pi, Ci, Zi, qi). For simpli~i~, we assume Pi n PZ = 0. 
Let [y] <x6 [$I. Since M(d) is left-cancellative, there exists a unique element 
y E M(d) with [y]y = X. This computation y will be denoted by x T [y] and called 
residuum ofx after [y]. As is easy to see, the map x H x 1‘ [y] is an order-isomorphism 
from ([[y], WJ, <) onto ([Sll, G) where [[‘I, [yS]] denotes the set {x E M(d) j 
[y]&x<[y6]}. We consider the function 
f :P3 -+P*UP2 
x H 
if x < [yl, 
TX V [y]) t [y] otherwise. 
Since Pi is a downward closed subset of P3, f [pi is we11 defined and an isomor- 
phism to IPi. Furthermore, /P3 \ P11 = (P3j - lPll = (~61 - Iyl = IS/ = IPzl. Since 
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x H x 7 [r] for [y] & x 53 [rb] is an order-isomorphism to ([S]L , G), by Proposi- 
tion 3.4, g := f ](p,\p,) is well defined and an order-isomorphism onto (Pz, C2). The 
following result ensures that g is an isomorphism from (P3\Pt, &, 13) onto (Pz, 52,12), 
Claim 1. Let y E P3 \ PI. Then 13(y) = lz(f(y)). 
Proof of Claim 1. Since y is join-irreducible in ([rs]J, <), there exists a unique 
computation y- and a unique transition 0 such that y = y- . [a]. Then y V [r] is a 
direct cover of y- V [y] because of y [r] and Proposition 3.1. Hence there exists a 
unique transition r such that (y- V [JJ]) . [r] = y V [r]. Then ev cr = ev z by Proposition 
2.9. Let Y-WI = b1.c. men fW = (Y WI> t [rl = WI ad (v- v[rl) T 1~1 =C. 
Since f tp,\p, is an order-isomorphism, f(y) is join-irreducible in ([S]J, <). Hence 
Iz(f(y)) = ev r = ev cr = 13(y). Thus, Claim 1 is proved. 0 
Till now we showed that f : P3 -+ PI . P2 is a bijective function that preserves the 
labels and preserves and reflects the order if restricted to PI and P3 \ PI, respectively. 
Thus, it remains to show that for x E PI and y E P3 \ PI, we have x 53 y if and only 
if f(x) E4 f(y). Note here that if x 11 y or X-KY, then by Lemma 3.5, Mp,(x, y) is 
downward closed in (P3,C3). 
Let A = (x1,x2,..., x,, ) be an order-preserving enumeration of (PI, & ) and B = 
(Yl,Y2,..., y,) one of (P2, &). For i = 1,2,. . .,m let Xn+i := g-‘(yi). Since g is 
an order-isomorphism and since PI is downward closed in P3, the sequence C = 
(XlP2,...Pn+m) is an order-preserving enumeration of (P3,53). 
Claim 2. For x E PI and y E P3 \ PI with x (( y or x--c y 
W(~3J4PI(X,Y)) = N&f(Y)). 
the following holrk: 
Proof of Claim 2. Recall that ~(x,f(y)) = WA(II,PI \xt) w(l2,f(YN \U(Y)]) by 
definition. Let (zr ,zz , . . . , Zk) be the subsequence of C that comprises all elements of 
A4 :=Mp,(x,y). Then there exists i<k such that {zl,z2,...,Zi}cP1 and {Zi+r,Zi+2,..., 
Zk} c P3\Pr. By A4 = (PI \ xt ) U (yl \(Pl U {y})), we therefore have {zr,zz,. . . ,zi} = 
PI \xt and {Zi+l,Zi+2,..-, zk) = yl \(pl u b)>. Since 9 : (p3 \ pl, c3) 3 (p2,52) is 
an order-isomorphism, we have g(yJ. \(Pl U {y})) = g(y)1 \{g(y)}. Therefore we get: 
Therefore we obtain 
= W(l3,Yl \(Pl U {Y))). 
“‘C(l3,M)= 13(21)13(22)...13(zk) 
= WC(~3,Pl \ xt 1 W(l3,Yl \<Pl u {YI) 
= WA(~I~~l \-d ) w3(~2~f(Y)~ \uxY)l) 
= w(-% S(Y)), 
proving Claim 2. 0 
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Now we are able to finish the proof that f : (P3,&) --+ (PI U P2, Cd) is an order- 
isomorphism. Recall that it remains only to show that x C3 y for x E PI and y E Ps\Pi 
holds iff f(x) & f(y) holds. 
Assume x & y. Then there exist X’ E PI and y’ E Ps \ PI such that x 53 x’+ y’ 5 
y in (Ps, Cs). By Lemma 3.5, M := Mp, (x’, y’) is downward closed and lies between 
(x/J, Uy’L ) \ {x’, y’} and Ps \ (x’T Uy’T ). This implies by Proposition 4.7 that /3(x’) 
and Zs(y’) are not concurrent in the state cod VM. Moreover, by Proposition 5.2 and 
Claim 2 we have cod VM = qJ.wC(Z3,M) = ql.w(x’, f (y’)), hence f (x’) 4 f (y’). 
Thus, f is order-preserving. 
Suppose conversely f(x) &4 f(y). Since f is bijective and C4 = Cl U C2 U (Cl 
o 4 o &), there exist x’ E PI and y’ E P3 \ PI such that f(x) &I f (x’) 4 f (y’) & 
f(y). This already implies x & x’ and y’ 5s y. Since PI is downward closed in 
Ps, we have y’ Es x’. Suppose that x’ and y’ are incomparable. By Lemma 3.5, the 
set M := Mp, (x’, y’) is downward closed in P3 and (~‘1 Uy’J ) \ {x’, y’} CM & P3 \ 
(x’T Uy’T ). Hence, by Proposition 4.7, Es($) and Zs(y’) are concurrent in the state q := 
cod V M. Similarly as above, we have q = q3.wC(Z3,M) = q1 .w(x’, f (y’)). Therefore, 
Zl(f (x’)) Ilq,.w(x,,f(y/)) Z2(y’), a contradiction to f (x’) + f (y’). Hence we have x’ lE3 y’ 
and therefore x Es y. 0 
We conclude our investigations on stably concurrent automata with a summarizing 
result. It follows from Theorems 5.4 and 6.2. 
Corollary 6.3. Let ~4 be a stabZy concurrent automaton. Then DO and PR are iso- 
morphisms (up to isomorphism between 1~0’s) from the monoid (M(d), .) to the 
monoid of all nice Zpo’s over d with the multiplication constructed above. 
If ~2 is the automaton induced by the trace alphabet (&I), this corollary is a direct 
generalization of [34, Theorem 2.3.61. 
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